Abstract. Many Retrograde Orbit Satellites around Jupiter and Saturn have been found recently. Most of them are small with irregular shapes. They are farther from the planet than regular satellites. Their orbits have big eccetricities.
Introduction
Jupiter and Saturn have 63 (R = 48) and 61 (R = 29) moons, respectively (Figure 1, or http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov). "R" is the number of retrograde orbits (dark colour in Figure) .
We list retrograde irregular moons of Saturn on table 1 and put a photo of Phoebebiggest irregular moon ( Figure 1 , right side) here. We also list prograde irregular moons on the table since they have irregular shapes and big i and e.
From the table and Figures we can see: (1) Normal moons are very close to their planets and with regular orbits (small i, e). They have regular shapes (ball).
(2) Irregular moons are far from their planets with irregular shapes. (3) Retrograde irregular moons mostly are far from their planet. They are located about half of the radius of planetary activity sphere and their orbits are near planetary orbital plane (few near 145
• , most > 165 • ). (4) Prograde irregular moons are closer than retrograde irregular moons, about 25% of radius of planetary activity sphere. Their inclinations are big, mostly about 45
• . Normal moons have formed by accretion. This is why they have regular shapes and regular orbits. Irregular moons cannot form by normal process as normal moons. We suppose that they were from outer solar system.
Test and problems of capture process
In an early work (Zheng 1994) , we proved that short period comets were captured when they came from Oort cloud (or Kuiper belt) by close encounters with planets. The capture process of moons can be similar when small bodies come into planetary activity sphere (see Figure 2) . Retrograde orbit moons can be captured by normal moons of the planets, but these orbits always cross the orbits of normal moons, then sooner or later, they would have new close encounters which could cause them to escape. These orbits are not stable. In other words, if retrograde orbit moons were captured by inner moons of Saturn, they can be the transfer source of short period comets, but they may not become into stable orbits as current retrograde moons we see now. 
Collision process -formation of retrograde orbits
Now, we study retrograde moons of Saturn (similar for Jupiter). Since current orbits of retrograde moons are stable, they might form by another way at early time after Saturn formed. At that time, around Saturn's orbit, still there were some planetesimals, and around Saturn, after normal moons formed, many small bodies remained also. When these two kinds bodies met in Saturn's activity area, the relative motion between them were opposite: planetesimals were 'retrograde" and small bodies around Saturn were prograde, when they collided or combined with each other, some retrograde moons could form.
Let's consider a small body moves with a planet, the planet moves on a circular orbit and small body has eccentricity 0.1:a p = 1, e p = 0, a s = 1, e s = 0.1.
In Figure 3 , left side is the orbits of planet and the small body in a fixed coordinate, right side is the orbits on a rotating coordinate. In a rotating coordinate, the small body moves around the planet looks like a satellite but moves on a retrograde direction.
The activity sphere of Saturn is Most retrograde orbits are located about half of this value. Suppose a prograde moon moves in a circular orbit with a = 0.2AU , the orbital velocity is
A particle with a = a s and e < 0.038 moves on saturn's orbital plane would come into the activity sphere. Saturn's orbital velocity is 9.65km/sec, an orbit with e = 0.02 at perihelion (q = a s − 0.2AU ) would have a relative velocity (to Saturn) about 0.2km/sec. When this particle arrives into activity sphere at r = 0.2AU , its velocity is about 1.15km/sec. A little more than the circular orbital velocity but on a retrograde direction.
If this "retrograde" body collided by the prograde satellite (in different orientations), their relative velocity can be reduced, and one of them could become a retrograde satellite.
Collision probability
Suppose we have two particles with r = 10km. One particle moves in Saturn's activity sphere and another moves as a quasi-satellite around Saturn. When a quasi-satellite comes into Saturn's activity sphere, in one revolution, the collision probability is At the planetary and satellite system formation time, there are billions small bodies (Titan is about 1.3E8 greater than a r = 10km small body) .
The number of collisions should be multiplied by
Let't put N particle1 = 1 * 10 8 , N particle2 = 1 * 10 9 , N rev olution = T /30yr = 3 * 10 7 /30 = 1 * 10 6 , Then
Of course this is not very accurate, but not very far from real process.
Simulation
In simulation, we set a planet as Saturn revolves around the Sun. Put 10 n (n = 5) particles around Saturn with random orbital elements (small i, e in Saturn's activity sphere, put 10 · 10 n particles (quasi-satellites) move in similar orbits as Saturn but with 0 < e < 0.038. We check the condition for impacts (collision coefficient c = 0.2 − 0.5, ΔV new = c · ΔV old along the centers of two bodies) and obtain a few retrograde satellite orbits (They are all from quasi-satellites). We will simulate Large N in order to obtain more results.
